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We report a material-dependent critical temperature for ion beam sculpting of nanopores in

amorphous materials under keV ion irradiation. At temperatures below the critical temperature,

irradiated pores open at a rate that soon saturates with decreasing temperature. At temperatures

above the critical temperature, the pore closing rate rises rapidly and eventually saturates with

increasing temperature. The observed behavior is well described by a model based on adatom

diffusion, but is difficult to reconcile with an ion-stimulated viscous flow model. VC 2011 American
Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3569705]

I. INTRODUCTION

Ion beams are effective tools for controlling surface

morphologies down to molecular dimensions. Combined

with complementary techniques such as surface self-assem-

bly, they are envisaged to play a significant role in large-

scale production of nanodevices. This promise has already

been realized in the use of low-energy ion beams to control-

lably reduce the diameter of silicon nitride nanopores from

large fractions of micrometers to the single-digit nanometer

scale.1 Such ion-sculpted nanopores are useful for detecting

properties of single biomolecules and are a potential frame-

work for rapid DNA sequencing of single molecules.2

The mechanism of ion sculpting remains unclear, as the

sculpting of nanopores in nonstoichiometric (low-stress)

SiNx, amorphous and crystalline Si (a-Si and c-Si), SiO2,

and palladium silicide led to an array of observations which

in total are difficult to reconcile within the context of a single

mechanism. One hypothesized mechanism is the creation by

the ion beam of mobile species (called “adatoms”) on the

surface, which independently diffuse along the surface until

annihilated. One of the annihilation channels is an adatom

sink at the edge of the pore, thereby acting to close it through

adatom accretion. The adatom diffusion model developed to

explain this effect accounts well for the observed high sensi-

tivity to temperature T. It also accounts well for the increased

efficiency of closing of nitride and oxide pores at low beam

fluxes or with flux pulsing;1,3 and explains qualitatively why

“nano-volcanoes”—enormous accretions of material at

nitride pore edges—appear to interact with each other over

micrometers of distance.4

Other observations are difficult to explain with the ada-

tom diffusion mechanism. Only amorphous materials, or

materials that become amorphous under irradiation, exhibit

nanopore closure.5 Moreover, the closing rate of a nanopore

displays a “memory effect” wherein it depends not only on

the pore’s instantaneous size, but also on its initial size.6

These observations are better explained by another hypothe-

sized mechanism:1,6 the creation by the ion beam of a very

thin, stressed viscous surface layer, where compressive stress

caused by the ion beam is relieved; viscous flow of the thin

surface layer with a viscosity reduced by ion irradiation acts

to close the pore. The viscous flow model explains the

restriction to amorphous materials and accounts quantita-

tively for the memory effect.6

In this article, we report a study of nanopore opening

and closure in SiNx, amorphous Si (a-Si), and crystalline Si

(c-Si). We observe a critical temperature Tc above which

pores close, and three temperature regimes. At low T, pores

open at a temperature-independent rate. At temperatures

near and above Tc, pore closing rates increase rapidly with

increasing temperature. At high T, pore closing rates satu-

rate. These observations are shown to be quantitatively con-

sistent with the adatom diffusion model but are difficult to

reconcile with the viscous flow model.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

For the ion sculpting experiments on nitride surfaces,

samples were 200-nm thick low-pressure chemical vapor

deposition (LPCVD) grown nonstoichiometric SiNx on

Si(001) substrates. Membranes 50 lm� 50 lm were fabri-

cated by a series of photolithography and wet etching steps.

Oxide membranes were 500 nm thick thermal oxide on

Si(001). Crystalline Si free-standing membranes were fabri-

cated from silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrates. The initial

pores were milled in the free standing membranes using a 50

keV Ga2þ focused ion beam (FIB) machine. Amorphous Si

nanopores were formed by sputter depositing a-Si onto a

700-nm pore in a free-standing oxide membrane. Fabrication

details for all samples are provided elsewhere.5

The ion sculpting apparatus has been described in detail

elsewhere;1,7 the Kaufmann-source Arþ ion beam is operated

at 3 keV in continuous mode at normal incidence. With dif-

ferentially-pumped argon flowing into the ion gun chamber

at 1.5� 10�6 Torr, the sample chamber base pressure is less

than 10�7 Torr. The pore area is determined in real time

from the initial pore area (determined by transmission elec-

tron microscopy) and the instantaneous counting of the Arþ

ions going through the pore. The sample temperature is

controlled to within 1 �C using a local resistive heater and
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liquid nitrogen refrigeration with a likely systematic error of

2–3 �C.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To investigate the role of temperature on the pore clos-

ing dynamics, we cycled the temperature at constant flux

between �80 and 95 �C. We alternated between high (pore

closing) and low (pore opening) temperatures to evaluate the

temperature-dependence of the closing rate at a roughly con-

stant pore size. In Fig. 1, we show typical pore area versus

fluence results as the temperature is cycled, in this case for

the c-Si nanopore.

Earlier experiments by Li et al.,1 showed that silicon

nitride nanopores exhibit a critical temperature Tc below

which the pores opened at a constant rate and above which

the closing rates were temperature-dependent. Our present

results, extending the temperature range compared to the ear-

lier work by Li et al., show the onset of a high saturation

temperature, Tsat > Tc, above which the pores close at a

high, temperature-independent rate. As shown in Fig. 2, this

temperature effect is not limited to silicon nitride, but

appears to be a universal feature: similar trends are observed

with both amorphous and crystalline Si pores.

Although the temperature-dependence expected from

the viscous flow model is currently unpredictable, the meas-

ured temperature dependence can be compared quantita-

tively with that predicted by the adatom diffusion model, in

which the rate of closure of a pore of radius R with fluence u
is described by1
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where Xm is a characteristic distance the adatoms diffuse

before annihilation by the beam or immobilization in surface

traps; Ki is the ith order modified Bessel function of the sec-

ond kind, and H, X, Ya and Yp are the film thickness, atomic

volume, adatom yield and sputter yield, respectively. The

first term on the r.h.s. accounts for closure as the adatoms

diffuse to the pore edge and the second describes the opening

rate due to sputter erosion.

Each of the parameters in Eq. (1) can be calculated or

estimated from the experimental parameters. Following Li et
al., we take the film thickness H to be approximately the

pore length, which is estimated to be 10 nm from ionic con-

ductance measurements.1 The volume X of silicon is 0.02

nm3 per Si atom. Finally, we make an order-of-magnitude

estimate of the adatom production rate to be about ten ada-

toms per incident ion.8 We will discuss Xm and Yp below.

In the adatom diffusion model, Xm depends on the sur-

face diffusivity D according to

1

X2
m

¼ 1

‘2
trap

þ r
D

f (2)

where f is the ion flux, r is the cross section for adatom anni-

hilation by an impinging ion, and ‘trap is the average distance

between surface defects that might trap an adatom.

Temperature dependence enters the model through the

diffusivity D. We assume an Arrhenius form to the diffusiv-

ity, D¼D0exp(�Ea/kT). At sufficiently high temperature,

the diffusivity is high, the second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (2)

is negligible, Xm saturates at ‘trap, and the closing rate

becomes temperature-independent. At sufficiently low tem-

perature, the diffusivity is suppressed, the first term on the

r.h.s. of Eq. (2) is negligible, and Xm approaches zero. At

low temperatures, then, the first term in brackets of Eq. (1) is

also zero, and we estimate Yp from the average of low-tem-

perature measurements of the opening rates:

Yp ¼ �
H

X
1

R

dR

d/

� �
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where the angle brackets denote the average over tempera-

tures below �5 �C, 30 �C, and 20 �C for SiNx, a-Si, and c-Si,

respectively. Values of Yp are tabulated in Table I. These are

somewhat smaller than the sputtering yields of about 2.3

atoms/ion for SiNx and 1.1 atoms/ion for silicon predicted by

a SRIM
9 calculation, but are not unreasonable.

The lines in Fig. 2 represent a fit of the adatom diffusion

model to the data with two adjustable parameters: ‘trap and
FIG. 1. Evolution of c-Si nanopore radius during temperature cycling. Shad-

ing is alternated to demarcate constant temperature regions.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Temperature dependence of pore closing rates of ion-

sculpted SiNx, a-Si, and c-Si pores with ion flux f¼ 0.24 Arþ nm�2 s�1.

Smooth curves are least-squares fits to the adatom diffusion model.
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Ea. We assumed a typical value for the surface diffusivity

prefactor, D0¼ 10�3 cm2/s. Parameters not treated as adjust-

able were the annihilation “footprint”1 of r¼ 0.1 nm2, Yp,

and the experimental beam flux f¼ 0.24 Arþ/nm2/s. Best-fit

values for the activation energies and average trap distances

are given in Table I.

The adatom diffusion model also predicts that Tc

increases with pore radius and ion flux. The bracketed term

in Eq. (1) is zero at Tc, so if Yp is temperature-independent,

then so must be Xm/R. The characteristic diffusion distance

before annihilation, Xm, increases with T and decreases with

flux (due to the enhanced annihilation rate). Because Xm

must increase with R to maintain a constant ratio at Tc, Tc

must increase with R. Also, because increasing the flux

decreases Xm, a corresponding temperature boost is required

to bring Xm/R back to the necessary value to keep the brack-

eted term zero. We have observed these qualitative trends

for 3 keV Neþ irradiated silicon nitride pores.

Although the adatom diffusion model fits the data with

physically reasonable parameter values10 and provides an in-

tuitive explanation of the three temperature regimes, signifi-

cant difficulties remain. The width of the measured transition

from opening to saturated closing in Fig. 2 is sharper than pre-

dicted for reasonable diffusion pre-exponential factors accom-

panied by small activation energies: treating both D0 and Ea

as adjustable parameters results in better fits, but with much

larger values of Ea and unphysically large values of D0.

Furthermore, studies of c-Si following �1 keV Arþ irra-

diation near room temperature have established that a surface

layer of thickness roughly (rangeþ standard deviation) rap-

idly becomes amorphous.11 The temperature at which the

surface remains fully crystalline under irradiation is esti-

mated5 to exceed 500 �C. Hence it is difficult to reconcile

any surface diffusion model with the factor of �3 difference

between observed rates in a-Si and c-Si. The viscous flow

model is almost as difficult to reconcile to these results: if

the flowing region is limited to an amorphous layer of thick-

ness (rangeþ standard deviation), then behavior should be

identical for nanopores that are initially c-Si or a-Si. If, how-

ever, in the a-Si film, there is some fluidity in deeper regions,

perhaps due to point defects injected from ion irradiation,

then flow could be more facile in the fully amorphous films

and pores could close faster than in the ion beam surface-

amorphized c-Si films.

The strong temperature-enhancement of the closing rate,

which is readily explained by the adatom diffusion model,

cannot arise from a viscous flow model through a tempera-

ture-enhanced fluidity: Hutchinson et al.6 have shown that

the evolving shape of the pore is affected negligibly by the

elasticity and the viscosity in the viscous flow model. A tem-

perature dependence could enter this model through the tem-

perature-dependence of the magnitude of anisotropic

deformation induced per unit of fluence. This has been

observed to decrease smoothly with increasing temperature12

in SiO2, but a temperature-dependence of the opposite sign

and with an unprecedented structure would be required to

account for the three temperature regimes that we report

here. It is possible that a superposition of the two mecha-

nisms may be necessary to account for all the observations.

A potentially important influence on the closing dynamics

is the formation of nanoscale volcanoes, which has been

observed in SiNx,
13 SiO2,

14 and a-Si.14 The volcano size in

SiNx nanopores has been observed to depend strongly on the

sample closing temperature, and may increase with temperature

more rapidly as the closing rate is saturating. Volcano growth

may compete for mass with pore closure, and volcanoes may

be a possible mechanism for the “memory effect”: a pore’s

closing rate may depend on both its instantaneous size and its

initial size because the volcano size may depend on both.

IV. CONCLUSION

Ion-irradiated nanopores in a-SiNx, a-Si, and c-Si films

close above a critical temperature and open below it, exhibit-

ing three temperature regimes: a low-T regime in which the

opening rate is temperature-independent; an intermediate-T
regime spanning from slightly below to well above the criti-

cal temperature, wherein the closing rate increases rapidly

with increasing temperature; and a high-T regime in which

the closing rate is temperature-independent. The adatom dif-

fusion model fits the measured rates with physically reasona-

ble parameter values, whereas the ion-induced viscous flow

model does not exhibit multiple temperature regimes. Nei-

ther an adatom diffusion picture nor an ion-induced viscous

flow picture is consistent with all of the observations. Further

research will be required to settle these issues.
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